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I am honored to have this issue of Neurochemical Research

dedicated to my career.

There have been monumental changes in the discipline

of neurochemistry from the time that I began my training in

neurochemistry (1969) to the present time. Rather than

recounting a chronology of my career in this chapter, I prefer

to relate how the perception and practice of neurochemistry

has evolved over the course of my career.

I am an ‘‘accidental neurochemist’’ never having

intended to be involved in any discipline other than bio-

chemistry, the field in which I obtained my degree from the

University of Illinois at Chicago in 1969. My graduate

advisor (Dr. Stephen Binkley) supported part of my grad-

uate training under the auspices of a new neuroscience

training program directed by Dr. Klaus Unna in the Phar-

macology Department. Neuroscience was a relatively new

term at that time, and having received a BS in Zoology

from Wheaton College (Illinois), I gladly accepted the

challenge of learning more about the nervous system. I was

quite sure this experience would be a temporary excursion

from my clear goal of a career in biochemistry. After

taking a few required neuroscience courses in the program,

to my surprise, I became intrigued with the nervous system.

I recognized that detailed biochemical studies of the ner-

vous system were in their infancy. Indeed, the flagship

journal which detailed such studies (Journal of

Neurochemistry) was less than 10 years old at the time

I began my graduate studies. My graduate research was

quite removed from the nervous system and involved the

isolation and purification of an enzyme from Clostridium

perfringins (N-acetyl neuraminic acid aldolase) and sub-

sequent characterization of its mechanism of action [1, 2].

At the time, I had no idea that this purified enzyme would

be my ticket to a career in neurochemistry.

As I approached the end of my graduate studies, I decided

to focus my postdoctoral studies in neurochemistry. I was

particularly interested in understanding the molecular basis

of learning and memory. At that time (1969), there were a

number of investigators doing foundational studies in that

field. I was fortunate to obtain a postdoctoral position with

Sam Barondes who at the time was in the Department of

Psychiatry at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. Sam

was interested in the turnover of sialic acid at the synapse

and how this might relate to memory and learning. To carry

out these studies, he needed large quantities of radio-

actively labeled sialic acid. Labeled sialic acid could not be

purchased at that time, but the enzyme that I had purified

could be used to combine N-Acetyl mannoseamine with

radioactive pyruvate (which was commercially available)

to generate highly labeled sialic acid. I left Chicago and the

bitter cold winters to head back to the east coast where

I had grown up in Northern New Jersey (Fair Lawn), a

small town to which my great grandfather had migrated

from the Netherlands. After 9 years in the Midwest, I was

quite confident I would never be back there again (I was

wrong on that score as well!). With the aldolase enzyme in

hand, I began my studies with Sam in the summer of 1969.

Despite the skeptics and naysayers, we were able to show

that radioactive sialic acid could be used as a tracer in vivo

and that this tracer was stably incorporated into glycopro-

teins and glycolipids [3]. Sam’s lab was an exciting and
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stimulating place to be for a fledgling neurochemist, due in

no small part to the other members of the lab including two

MD/Ph.D. students (Marty Zatz and Howard Feit) and two

postdocs (Larry Squire and Gary Dutton). Unfortunately,

Sam left for California in December, and I was left to

decide what to do next. Sam’s departure coincided with the

departure of a postdoctoral student from Bill Norton’s lab,

and I was able to transfer as a postdoctoral fellow from

Psychiatry to Neurology (see article in this issue by Bill

Norton). In 1970, I began my studies on the isolation and

characterization of defined cellular constituents of the

CNS.

Even though I was at the beginning of my career,

I realized that the term ‘‘neurochemistry’’ would not

accurately reflect what I aspired to do in my career. It was

no longer enough to characterize the chemical constituents

of the nervous system. Rather, I realized that to make real

progress in understanding the nervous system, a multidis-

ciplinary approach would be required. I would have to

learn something about neuroanatomy, neurophysiology,

neuropharmacology and neuropathology if I wanted to be

successful in my adventures in neurochemistry. The

research environment at Albert Einstein College of Medi-

cine embraced all these disciplines and brought them to

bear on understanding the nervous system. There were

excellent neurochemists in the neurology department,

including Bill Norton (who trained as an organic chemist at

Princeton and was recruited by Saul Korey to study the

chemical makeup of the CNS, particularly myelin), Bob

Ledeen, (who also was also initially trained as an organic

chemist, and was an expert in brain lipids, particularly

gangliosides), and his close associate, Robert Yu, (who

went on to eventually become my chair at the Medical

College of Virginia). These neurochemists interacted reg-

ularly with neurologists (Bob Katzman and Kuni Suzuki)

and neuropathologists (Bob Terry, Mike Shelanski), as well

as scientists trained to examine nervous tissue by electron

microscopy (Cedric Raine). I learned that even though I

was a neurochemist at heart, I would need to interact and

learn from scientists in other disciplines rather than solely

associating with other ‘‘neurochemists’’. Thus at an early

stage of my career, I recognized that, although I would be a

neurochemist, I could not limit my investigations to a

single discipline and that my studies in neurochemistry

would always seek to include a clinical application.

My two and one-half year stint at Albert Einstein (when

I was a ‘‘young’’ neurochemist—see article by Norton in

this issue) was exciting and productive. My project was to

further refine a procedure to isolate ‘‘myelin-free axons’’,

which had been initially devised by Bill Norton and Julie

Turnbull (see article by Norton this issue).The ‘‘myelin-

free’’ axon preparation was isolated and characterized from

the CNS [4–6], and I collaborated in the first isolation of a

neurofilament fraction from the CNS [7]. The seminal

finding from these early studies was that glycolipids such

as cerebroside and sulfatide were found in appreciable

amounts in a non-myelin fraction enriched in axonal fila-

ments derived from myelinated axons [5]. In addition, we

noted that the fatty acid composition of the glycolipids

found in myelin-free axons was distinct from that of the

same glycolipids found in a myelin fraction simultaneously

isolated with the myelin-free axon preparation [6]. I left

Einstein with a deeper understanding of the nervous system

two papers in Science, [4, 7] two papers in the Journal of

Neurochemistry, [5, 6] and a review paper in the first

volume of the new Journal of Neuroscience Research [8].

Ready to begin my independent career, I searched for a

suitable place for someone trained in biochemistry and

experienced in neuroscience. I quickly realized that there

were no departments of neurochemistry since it was too

specialized at that time to merit an independent depart-

ment. I decided to accept a position in the Biochemistry

Department at the Medical College of Virginia in Rich-

mond (now called the Health Sciences Division of Virginia

Commonwealth University), since it offered independence

and a chance to develop my own program.

Like many neurochemists at that time, I found neuro-

chemistry to be a lonely discipline. In 1972, biochemists

were busily exploring the wonders of DNA and transla-

tional and transcriptional control as well as crystalline

structure and conformational changes in proteins. My

colleagues in biochemistry considered my goal of isolating

defined cellular fractions from the nervous system and

characterizing their biochemical composition as quite

primitive. Fortunately, within a year I was able to obtain

my first R01, and my career as a neurochemist was laun-

ched. I hired my first technician (Debbie Lewis) and

accepted my first graduate student (Carson Cornbrooks),

and my career was off and running.

My research goal was to carry out metabolic studies of

the myelin-free axons. The first step was to work out the

isolation of the myelin-free axonal fraction from rat CNS

and show that this neuronal fraction also had glycolipids

which were characteristic of myelin [9]. Subsequently, we

refined the myelin-free axon preparation to allow the iso-

lation of a fraction enriched in the axolemma termed the

axolemma-enriched fraction or AEF [10]. This procedure

was accomplished by isolating myelinated axons from a

white matter homogenate prepared with gentle homogeni-

zation in a 0.85 M buffered isotonic solution which would

preserve the integrity of the myelin around the axons. Upon

centrifugation of this homogenate, the myelin acted as a

kind of ‘‘life preserver’’ allowing flotation of myelinated

axons to the surface of the sucrose while the non-myelin-

ated constituents formed a pellet at the bottom of the tube

after centrifugation. Subsequently, the myelinated axons
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were vigorously homogenized in a hypotonic solution so

that the three major constituents of the myelinated axon

(myelin, axolemma and axonal filaments) were physically

separated from each other. In the original AEF procedure, a

three-step discontinuous gradient was used to fractionate

the shocked myelinated axons into two AEF fractions at the

0.8/1.0 M sucrose interface and the 1.0 and 1.2 M sucrose

interface [10–12]. A refinement of the technique involved

the use of a continuous 10–40% gradient followed by

equilibrium centrifugation of the shocked myelinated axon

preparation to obtain a membrane fraction in the 28–32%

region of the density gradient [13, 14]. This fraction had a

biochemical profile consistent with an axolemmal origin.

The AEF was initially isolated from the readily available

bovine CNS white matter of the corpus callosum [10],

Subsequently, AEF was isolated from the more heavily

myelinated tracts of the CNS found in the brainstem and

cerebellar peduncles [14]. AEF was also isolated and

characterized from a number of other species including the

rat, rabbit, and human [11, 12, 15]. Rather than only

characterizing the lipid and enzymatic profile of the AEF,

we carried out a number of collaborative studies concern-

ing metabolic capacities of the AEF and glial cells as

shown in Table 1.

A critical milestone in my career was the receipt of a

Javits Neuroscience Award in 1984. This 7 year award

gave me a much needed respite from grant writing and

gave me the opportunity to gain focus in my career in

neurochemistry. It is interesting to note that this award was

not given for development in a traditional discipline but for

neuroscience in general, reflecting the de-emphasis of

individual disciplines in the investigation of the nervous

Table 1 Collaborative studies

with DeVries laboratory
Collaboration Study Reference

Larry Eng Protein composition of myelin-free axons [16]

J.-M. Matthieu Glycoprotein metabolism in AEF [17]

Eluira Costantino-Cecarini Galactosyl transferase in AEF [18]

C.J. Waechter Dolichol metabolism [19, 20]

H. Webster Freeze fracture analysis of AEF [15]

J. Salzer/R. Bunge Mitogenicity of AEF for Schwann cells [21]

J. Griffin Isolation of AEF From peripheral nerve [22]

J. Kanfer Phospholipase D in AEF [23]

T.J. Sprinkle Localization of CNP in Schwann cells [24]

F.J. Seil Biological activity of antisera to AEF [25, 26]

R.K. Yu Glycolipids in AEF [27]

G.M. McKhann/G. Tenekoon Creation of rat Schwann cell line [28]

N.L. Banik Calpain in myelinating glia [29–32]

E. Stubbs Peripheral neuropathy [33]

T.F. Huff Stem cell factor in Schwann cells [34]

M. Kalimi/W. Regelson Glucocorticoids and Schwann cells [35]

M.J. Monteiro Neurofilament phosphorylation and myelination [36]

A. Welcher, D. Wen Neuregulins and oligodendrocytes [37, 38]

D.A. Green Glucose transporters in Schwann cells [39]

J.P. Antel Neuregulins in human oligodendrocytes [40]

K.J Jones Neurotrophins in olfactory ensheathing cells [41]

P. LoPresti Regulation of oligodendrocyte tau by neuregulin [42]

G.C. LeBreton Thromboxane receptors in schwann cells [43]

S.E. Crawford Schwann cells and pigment epithelium-derived factor [44, 45]

R.H. Quarles Schwann cell lines [46]

R.D. Fields Transcriptional profiling of Schwann cells [47]

D.W. Clapp GAP domain in Schwann cells lines [48]

D. Muir Schwann cell line tumors in vivo [49]

M. Kies/G. Diebler Mitogenicity of myelin basic protein [50–52]

J. Dupree EM Studies of demyelination Current

D. Feinstein EAE and inflammation Current

G. Kartje Plasticity in the CNS Current
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system and the emergence of an integrated approach to

understanding the nervous system.

Up to this point, although my research still fit in the

rubric of biological chemistry and neurochemistry, I was

considered something of a maverick in my Biochemistry

Department. I realized that I would not be successful if

I limited my research to neurochemistry and did not

incorporate other disciplines into my approach, particularly

with respect to the impact of these studies on a disease

process. I was not unique in this awareness since at this

time the neurochemical journals were beginning to include

morphology and neurophysiology in their articles.

I broadened my research to include disciplines other

than neurochemistry. I began to collaborate and interact

with a local neurologist (Vince Calabrese), who made me

aware of how AEF could play an important role in

demyelinating disease [53]. We found that AEF is highly

antigenic [54]. Exposure of this membrane after a demy-

elinating insult may lead to the production of

autoantibodies which can damage neurons and prevent

remyelination [53]. In collaboration with an eminent neu-

ropathologist (Harry Webster), we carried out freeze

fracture studies of AEF to show that the majority of the

membrane vesicles have a right side out orientation and a

freeze-fracture morphology which was consistent with their

axolemmal origin [15]. I was fortunate to serve with

prominent tissue culturist (Dick Bunge) on a NICHD

National Institute of Child Health and Human Develop-

ment Study Section. As a result of my interactions with

Dick Bunge, we began an excellent collaboration involving

tissue culture and AEF. Working closely with Jim Salzer,

who was a MD/Ph.D. student in the Bunge laboratory at

that time, we found that AEF from either the CNS or the

PNS could act as a potent mitogen for cultured Schwann

cells [21]. This seminal observation lead me away from

‘‘grinding and finding’’ to an emphasis on in vitro meta-

bolic responses to the isolated AEF. Cell culture was set up

in the laboratory by my first postdoc (Lee Minier), a

research technique that has continued in my laboratory to

this day.

Our laboratory combined neurochemistry with this new

emphasis on in vitro studies. Jun Yoshino and John Bigbee

[55–57] made the serendipitous observation that myelin

itself was mitogenic for Schwann cells. This mitogenicity

only became evident when a Richmond snowstorm pro-

longed the mitogenic assay to 48 h. Further studies carried

out by Shun-Fen Tzeng and Roopa Baichwal revealed that

the myelin mitogen was produced by macrophage pro-

cessing [58] and resides in myelin basic protein [59, 60].

Two sequences of myelin basic protein were identified as

mitogenic [50] and the receptors for these mitogens were

identified [51]. Tzeng et al. [52] noted that MBP stimulated

apoptosis in cultured oligodendrocytes. These studies

would not have been possible without the collaboration of

Marian Kies, (a prominent MBP neurochemist intimately

familiar with MBP) and her technician, Gladys Deibler.

AEF also stimulated Schwann cell differentiation as evi-

denced by increased expression of the mRNA of the major

glycoprotein of peripheral myelin [61]. The axonal mole-

cules responsible for these metabolic activities have been

partially characterized [62], but a complete understanding

of the axonal molecules which orchestrate the myelination

process in the CNS is still not known.

My neurochemical interests were stimulated by collab-

orators and creative students in our laboratory. I was

fortunate to meet Andy Welcher at the first Gordon Con-

ference on Myelin (1992) who asked me to study the

effects of a newly discovered molecule called neu differ-

entiation factor (now known as neuregulin) on myelinating

glial cells [37, 38] A series of studies carried out by a

postdoctoral fellow in my laboratory, Tim Raabe, docu-

mented the effects and localization of neuregulins in glial

cells [38, 39, 63–66]. Another postdoctoral fellow in my

laboratory Olga Calderon, (in collaboration with Bruno

Maggio) carried out creative neurochemical studies of the

AEF. They were able to spread the AEF as a monolayer,

transfer it to a coverslip, and demonstrate that the packing

density of the monolayer influenced the mitogenic signal-

ing capacity of the monolayer to Schwann cells cultured on

the monolayer [67, 68].

At the time that these in vitro studies were in progress,

I began to think of myself more as a neuroscientist than

strictly as a neurochemist, although the lines between them

were still somewhat blurred. Nowhere is the overlap and

lack of clarity between neurochemistry and neuroscience

more evident than in the history of the American Society

for Neurochemistry (ASN). This society was founded in

1970, the same year as the founding of the Society for

Neuroscience (SFN). Currently, there are over 38,000

members in the SFN while the ASN has a membership of

approximately 1,200. This disparity appears to be due in

large part to the more restrictive term, ‘‘neurochemist’’, as

opposed to the more inclusive moniker of ‘‘neuroscientist’’

which can fit anyone who was researching any aspect of the

nervous system. Researchers flocked to the SFN in

unprecedented numbers to create one of the largest pro-

fessional societies in the world, while the ASN grew at a

much more modest rate. The officers in ASN began to

recognize this issue and the nature and scope of the ASN

annual meetings began to change to more resemble a ‘‘mini

SFN meeting’’. I have been fortunate to attend all but one

of the meetings of the ASN and have observed that

prominent keynote speakers would often apologize at the

beginning of their talks for not being a ‘‘card carrying

neurochemist’’. No such apology was really necessary

since most of those in attendance at that point would call
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themselves primarily neuroscientists with a focus on

neurochemistry.

It seems that neurochemistry has had, and still has, an

identity problem. Neurochemistry may be defined as the

branch of neuroscience devoted to the study of neuro-

chemicals which are organic molecules which comprise

nervous tissue or which participate in neural activity. This

definition is quite limiting so that few scientists would be

willing to identify themselves primarily as a neurochemist.

The nature of research in the nervous system has dramat-

ically changed from the time of the first neurochemist,

Thudichum [69], who only had elemental analysis at his

disposal as a means of investigating the molecules of the

nervous system. This is in stark contrast to the tools at our

disposal today, including gene chips, transgenic technology

to knock out genes and the loxP technique to selectively

delete genes at a given time, electrophysiology, tissue

culture, gene amplification and gene silencing as well as a

very sophisticated collection of highly precise optical

devices. This elegant instrumentation allows for investi-

gations that are more functional and beyond the scope of

neurochemistry alone.

At the beginning of my career, basic science was con-

sidered the ‘‘holy grail’’ of research with little or no attempt

to relate the research to a specific disease. This focus on

basic research has radically changed over the years so that

now few neuroscience laboratories focus solely on pure

basic research, but rather emphasize a ‘‘bench to bedside’’

goal. The initial focus of our laboratory was the isolation

and biochemical characterization of cellular constituents

from the CNS which were relevant to CNS disorders such

as multiple sclerosis. However, I also found myself inter-

ested in diseases of the PNS, since many of my initial

studies concerning the metabolic effects of AEF were

focused on the myelinating cell of the PNS, the Schwann

cell. Our laboratory developed methods to isolate a fraction

enriched in axolemma of peripheral nerves [22, 70]. At this

point in my career, a genetics graduate student (Karen

Klein) joined my lab with a passion to study Schwann cells

in the context of disease, particularly neurofibromatosis

(a disease in which Schwann cells proliferate abnormally

and form tumors) (see [71] for a recent review). As a result,

we began a 15 year investigation by my lab into the signal

transduction abnormalities which resulted in tumor for-

mation by these aberrant Schwann cells [34, 47–49,

72–77]. These studies could easily be classified as strictly

neurochemical, but the pendulum was swinging toward

more holistic and applied research with less emphasis on

molecular and descriptive studies.

I was fortunate in my career to always have a close

association with neurologists (in Virginia, Vince Calabrese,

and in Illinois, Wendy Kartje) who were familiar with the

clinical realities of the emerging emphasis on bench to

bedside research. My interactions with these clinician/sci-

entists have steered my research toward more functional

studies of neurological diseases. I began to explore the

possible relationships of neuronal antibodies to cryptic

neuronal antigens [25, 26, 53, 78] before the importance of

neurons in demyelinating disease was fully recognized or

appreciated. More recently, my laboratory has been car-

rying out studies concerning the role of plasticity in

promoting recovery from demyelinating disease [79], as

well as studies of the effects of a new drug (didox) on the

progression and reversal of experimental allergic enceph-

alomyelitis (EAE) [80]. These projects require in vivo

studies which, I have learned, have a different time-scale

and administrative difficulty when compared with in vitro

studies. Most in vivo experiments take 6–8 weeks before

the results are known and if changes are indicated.

A similar time period elapses before you learn if the

changes were beneficial. Since these studies involve

animals, every change in the experimental protocol requires

either a modification of an existing animal protocol or

submission of a new animal use protocol for review, another

time-consuming process. Carrying out in vivo studies

moves one farther away from neurochemistry in that the

focus goes beyond molecules and evaluates more global

aspects, such as behavior. Nevertheless, components of the

studies could still be considered neurochemistry such as

analyzing molecules derived from tissues in a given study.

For example, our neurochemical studies deal with the

influence of didox on the levels of inflammatory mediators

produced by splenocytes in EAE. Our laboratory is also

currently evaluating, in vivo, the ability of human neural

stem cells to promote plasticity after demyelination and the

ability of neural stem cell derived oligodendrocytes to

promote myelination in CNS tissue slices. Given the nature

of these studies, can I still be considered a neurochemist?

If the definition of neurochemistry is ‘‘the branch of

neuroscience devoted to the study of neurochemicals’’ and

the underlying basis of holistic studies is molecular in

nature, I would answer that question with a qualified

‘‘yes’’. I am a neurochemist in that I still study and char-

acterize molecules as part of the investigation of the

nervous system. However, my research focus has moved

beyond characterizing molecules and surmising function to

an emphasis on recovery from demyelinating disease using

animal models. Yet, my professional identity is linked to

neurochemistry by virtue of my long standing association

with the ASN, as a former President (2003–2005) and a

continuing active member. I was also trained in the neuro-

chemical tradition which encourages careful characterization

of molecules in neural tissue as a valuable goal of research.

Perhaps the best indicator of the degree to which my

laboratory could be considered a neurochemical laboratory

is to consider the career paths of the many talented

Neurochem Res (2009) 34:3–13 7
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postdocs and graduate students who have passed through

the laboratory. Several of these students distinguished

themselves by their productivity and accomplishments

during their tenure in my laboratory. Specifically, the fol-

lowing students published at least one paper per year while

in graduate school (numbers of papers in parentheses) Pat

Mason (6), Shun-Fen Tzeng (4), Roopa Baichwal (6),

Naser Muja (5), and Stacey Thomas (6). While numbers do

not tell the whole story, I can truthfully say it was a

pleasure and a privilege to have each of these students as

members of my laboratory. Several postdoctoral fellows

also distinguished themselves by there productivity,

including: Jun Yoshino (13), John Bigbee (13), Tim Neu-

berger (who was my first graduate student’s graduate

student) (18), Tim Raabe (8), and Gail Deadwyler (7). Two

of these remarkable postdoctoral fellows are the co-editors

of this volume! I can honestly say it was a joy to have each

of these talented individuals in my laboratory. They con-

tributed not only to the productivity of the laboratory but to

the education and mentoring of the graduate students who

were in the lab at that time. In addition, I was fortunate to

have several non-degree seeking medical students in my

laboratory (Jeff Stanley and Jim Meador-Woodruff) as well

as a dental student (Alex McDonald) who had a Ph.D. and

wanted to stay active in bench research. Each of these

students brought a unique perspective to the laboratory and

contributed substantially to the growth and productivity of

the laboratory.

I doubt that any of these students or postdocs would

classify themselves as ‘‘neurochemists’’ or would even

necessarily identify my laboratory as a ‘‘neurochemistry

laboratory’’. More likely, they would classify my labora-

tory as a neuroscience laboratory with an interest in

myelinating glial cells and demyelinating disease.

One may be tempted at this point to ask the broader

question, ‘‘Does neurochemistry still exist?’’ I would

answer with a limited—’’yes’’ in that every study of the

nervous system ultimately comes down to molecules which

need to be identified, classified and quantified. However,

few current investigators with a research interest in the

nervous system would classify themselves strictly as neu-

rochemists. This is in contrast to the founding fathers of the

ASN who had no hesitation in asserting their profession as

‘‘neurochemistry.’’

What has changed? One factor is the emphasis on the

more holistic studies of the nervous system which are

possible today due to improved technology. No longer are

scientists limited to the tedious extraction procedures first

described by Thudichum [69] and refined by Folch-Pi,

especially as they pertained to lipid extraction [81].

Sophisticated instrumentation is now available for in depth,

neurophysiological, neuroanatomical and neuropathologi-

cal studies. From the perspective of a neurochemist, these

studies still have a molecular basis, but the studies as a

whole would not be considered solely neurochemical.

Funding priorities have been another change in the scope

and focus of investigations in the nervous system. Most

funding agencies, with the possible exception of the

National Science Foundation, base funding priorities on

neurodegenerative diseases not on disciplines. Rarely

would one if ever see the term neurochemistry in the title

of a funding agency. Consider the agencies which have

funded my own research through the years (Table 2).

Nowhere in the title of the funded grants does the term

‘‘neurochemistry’’ appear.

Another reality for scientists today is the need to keep

the laboratory funded by identifying identify and adapting

projects to appeal to multiple agencies. I was fortunate in

having 23 years of continuous funding from the NINDS in

the grant entitled ‘‘Molecular Basis of Axolemmal Glial

Interactions’’ (NS10821). This grant was complemented by

another 16 year funded NINDS grant ‘‘Axolemmal and

Myelin-induced Schwann cell proliferation’’ (NS15408)

which focused on studies of PNS neuronal-glial interac-

tions. Along with these two grants, I had substantial

support from the National Multiple Sclerosis Society and a

number of disease-related grants as the opportunity arose to

apply and get support from these agencies. As time pro-

gressed, the titles of the grants became more and more

concerned with functional recovery from a neurodegener-

ative disease and less concerned with characterization of

molecules of the nervous system (i.e., ‘‘neurochemistry’’).

However, like many others with their roots in the neuro-

chemical tradition, all of my proposals had neurochemistry

as an integral component.

The neurochemical studies that have been carried out

could not have been done without the help of competent

technicians and administrative assistants (in particular

Cathleen Finnerty and Jean Egerman) who have worked in

my laboratory over the years. Administrative assistants

provide a substantial benefit to researchers since they free

the researcher from the ever increasing amount of paper

work required to run a laboratory. As a result, the

researcher has time to actually think about his research and

interact with students and technicians. The educational

backgrounds of my technicians also reflect the changing

nature of neurochemistry. My initial technicians had strong

backgrounds in analytical chemistry and a few of them had

been clinical chemistry technicians. At that time, I was

situated in a Department of Biochemistry in the School of

Medicine. In this department, molecules were of para-

mount importance. Currently, my academic affiliation is

with a Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology with less

emphasis on molecules and more emphasis on morphology.

At this time, my technicians tend to come from more

general backgrounds such as biology; with my most recent

8 Neurochem Res (2009) 34:3–13
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technician (Christian Campbell) being a communication

major! This new diversity of backgrounds also reflects the

changing nature of my research, with less emphasis on only

neurochemistry and more emphasis on the interdisciplinary

aspects of neuroscience.

My neurochemical studies were also enhanced by three

sabbatical leaves that I had while a faculty member in the

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics at

the Medical College of Virginia. (A listing of my positions

and appointments during my career is shown in Table 3.)

These sabbaticals included 9 months collaboration with Dr.

Jean-Marie Matthieu at the University of Lausanne in

Switzerland and was supported by the Roche Pharmaceu-

tical under the auspices of their ‘‘Foundation for the

Table 2 Agencies which funded research in DeVries laboratory

Title Dates

Government agencies

NIH-NINDS (NS 10821) Molecular basis of axolemma–glial interaction 1973–1996

NIH-NINDS (NS 15408) Axolemmal and myelin-induced Schwann cell proliferation 1979–1994

Veterans Administration Glial cell response to myelin-derived peptides 1997–2001

Veterans Administration Immune-mediated axonal damage in multiple sclerosis 2005–2009

Department of Defense Congressionally Directed Medical

Research Program

Molecular mechanisms of Schwann cell proliferation in NF1 1998–2001

National Science Foundation Isolation of PNS axolemma 1974–1976

Private agencies

National Multiple Sclerosis Society Eight separate grants dealing with axon–oligodendrocyte

interactions in multiple sclerosis

1977–2000

National Multiple Sclerosis Society (Senior Postdoctoral

Fellowship with Dr. Larry Eng)

Molecular mechanisms of myelination 1991–1992

American Heart Association Neuregulins, nogo and stroke recovery 2002–2004

Christopher Reeve Foundation Neuregulin metabolism in spinal cord injury 2002–2003

Amgen Inc. Effects of NDF on glial cells 2003–2004

Neuro Tech Role of NDF in glial cell function 1984–1985

American Diabetes Foundation The role and regulation of Schwann cell insulin receptors 1991–1993

Mass. Bay NF Inc. Role of oncogenes in the etiology of neurofibromatosis 1994–1997

Molecules For Health Didox therapy for demyelinating disease 2007–2010

Illinois Regenerative Medicine Institute Stem cell therapy for recovery from demyelinating disease 2006–2009

Illinois Regenerative Medicine Institute Engineering stem-cell derived oligodendrocytes for

demyelinating disease

2008–2010

Table 3 Chronology of DeVries career

Institution Dept/Specialization Position/Degree Years

Wheaton College Wheaton, Illinois Zoology BS. Cum laude 1960–1964

University of Illinois School of Medicine, Chicago, IL Biochemistry Ph.D. 1964–1969

Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York Phychiatry Post Doctoral (S. Barondes) 1969–1970

Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York Neurology Post Doctora (W. Norton)l 1970–1972

Medical College of Virginia, Biochemistry Biochemistry Assistant Professor 1972–1975

Medical College of Virginia. Biochemistry Biochemistry and Molecular

Biophysics

Associate Professor 1975–1983

Medical College of Virginia, Biochemistry Biochemistry and Molecular

Biophysics

Professor 1983–1995

Loyola University Stritch School of Medicine, Chicago, IL Cellular Biology and Neuroanatomy Professor 1995–2004

Professor, University of Illinois, School of Medicine,

Chicago, IL

Anatomy and Cell Biology Professor 2004

Hines VA Hospital; Hines, IL Research Research Health Scientist 1995–2000

Hines VA Hospital; Hines, IL Research Career Research Health

Scientist

2000
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Collaboration and Exchange with Switzerland.’’ During this

time, we refined the axolemma-enriched preparation and

carried out metabolic labeling studies of this fraction [11,

17]. In 1980, I received a Fogarty Foundation Grant to work

in the laboratories of Dr. Michel Lazdunski at University of

Nice, France (although my colleagues doubted the sincerity

of my intentions given the location on the Cote’d’azure!).

However, I did successfully carry out binding studies of the

AEF with radiolabeled neurotoxins which revealed the

presence of sodium channels in the fraction as well as

revealing the outside-out orientation of the AEF vesicles

[82]. Finally, in 1991, I was awarded a National Multiple

Sclerosis Society Senior Fellowship which enabled me to

spend a year in the laboratory of Dr. Larry Eng at the Palo

Alto VA Hospital to learn molecular biological techniques.

These sabbatical experiences honed my skills in neuro-

chemistry and influenced my subsequent studies.

In summary, during the span of my career, I have seen

profound changes in the discipline of neurochemistry. After

the anatomical landmarks of the nervous system had been

established by the early pioneers in the study of the nervous

system, understanding the molecular nature of the nervous

tissue became the next priority for research. It was during

this time span from Thudichum through the first half of the

twentieth century that ‘‘neurochemistry’’ as a discipline

reigned supreme Once the fundamental molecules which

comprised the nervous system were identified and described

with some certainty, investigators began to broaden their

investigations under the rubric of the emerging discipline of

neuroscience. However, from the perspective of a neuro-

chemist, molecules form the foundation from which all

studies of the nervous system emerge.

There are several reasons why the discipline of neuro-

chemistry will continue. First there are strong societies

which are founded within the discipline of neurochemistry.

These societies will continue to hold meetings and promote

the discipline of neurochemistry (see listing in Table 4).

These societies will also be a constant reminder to emerging

scientists that there is a branch of neuroscience which is

concentrated on the study of molecules of the nervous

system. It is interesting to note, however, that these societies

embrace the broader aspects of neuroscience. By looking at

the scientific programs of their annual meetings, one would

be hard pressed to know what distinguishes the program of

the neurochemical meetings from that of the annual meeting

of the Society for Neuroscience. Indeed, the slogan of the

ASN (introduced by Scott Brady when he was President) is

‘‘The Latest in Molecular and Cellular Neurobiology’’ This

labeling signals that ASN is broader than ‘‘neurochemis-

try.’’ A second reason for the retention of neurochemistry as

a discipline is the existence of neurochemical journals, such

as this one. These neurochemistry journals will continue to

enhance and bring to the awareness of scientists the disci-

pline of neurochemistry. It is interesting to note that the

neurochemical journals now include studies and data that

are not strictly speaking, ‘‘neurochemical’’. Thus both the

neurochemical societies and the neurochemical journals

tacitly acknowledge that the discipline of neurochemistry

while essential, is only part of the quest for understanding

the nervous system. A former chair of mine liked to state

that biochemistry (the discipline in which I was first trained)

‘‘is the fountainhead from which all other streams of

knowledge flow’’. The same could be said of neurochem-

istry, which in a sense is the application of biochemistry to

the study of the nervous system. Although other disciplines

have joined neurochemistry in seeking to understand the

workings of the nervous system, neurochemistry will

always remain foundational to these approaches.
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